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+e identification and analysis of the spatiotemporal dynamic traffic patterns in citywide road networks constitute a crucial
process for complex trafficmanagement and control. However, city-scale and synchronal traffic data pose challenges for such kind
of quantification, especially during peak hours. Traditional studies rely on data from road-based detectors or multiple com-
munication systems, which are limited in not only access but also coverage. To avoid these limitations, we introduce real-time,
traffic condition digital maps as our input. +e digital maps keep spatiotemporal urban traffic information in nature and are open
to access. +eir pixel colors represent traffic conditions on corresponding road segments. We propose a stacked convolutional
autoencoder-based method to extract a low-dimension feature vector for each input. We compute and analyze the distances
between vectors.+e statistical results show different traffic patterns during given periods. With the actual data of Chongqing city,
we compare the feature extraction performance between our proposed method and histogram. +e result shows our proposed
method can extract spatiotemporal features better. For the same data set, there is little difference in the number distribution of red
pixels found in the statistics result of the histogram, while differences do exist in the results of our proposed method. We find the
most fluctuated morning is on Friday; the most fluctuated evening is on Tuesday; and the most stable evening is on Wednesday.
+e distance captured by our method can represent the evolution of different traffic conditions during the morning and evening
peak hours. Our proposed method provides managers with assistance to sense the dynamics of citywide traffic conditions
in quantity.

1. Introduction

Traffic condition prediction is a vital problem in an intel-
ligent transportation system (ITS). Improving prediction
performance in a large-scale urban network is difficult be-
cause of its highly dynamic and complex nature [1–3]. It is
seen that insights into traffic patterns can improve the
prediction accuracy of travel conditions [4]. Besides,
tracking those changes in traffic patterns helps to assess the
impacts of city construction planning and policy imple-
mentation [5], especially for peak hours. Once there are
some traffic restriction policies, drivers may change their
routes [6] or commuting mode [7] during peak hours. From
citywide perspective, drivers’ decisions will bring changes in
the distribution of traffic flows in the network and thus

induce pattern fluctuation. Managers need to detect and
measure such fluctuations to adjust some auxiliary traffic
control decisions for those policies, such as deployment of
traffic policies and route maintenance engineering. It has
aroused a lot of attention in recent years to study traffic flow
patterns within a scale of road networks, and there are still
two research gaps to explore further.

First, the measurements of citywide traffic patterns are
not limited to discrete and discontinuous flow of traffic.
Traditionally, scholars define and study traffic patterns based
on historical data of traffic flow metrics, such as speed [8],
daily flow [9, 10], volume [11], density [12], and mobile
trajectories [13]. In the beginning, these traffic flow data are
collected using fixed-pointed detectors. Since the deploy-
ment of these sensors is of high cost and is geographically
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discrete, traffic flow data from them cannot cover the whole
city. Subsequently, communication data and social media
data are employed as supplements. +e data from floating
cars, GPS, or social media only cover limited areas
depending on the trajectories of moving objects, and they are
usually not continuous because the communication has
broken down. +ese raw traffic data may not be sufficient to
explain the citywide pattern changes. However, digital maps
integrate different types of data and generate real-time, city-
scale traffic condition data continuously [14]. Digital maps
use different colors to denote variable traffic conditions on
corresponding roads. +e data are public, real-time, tem-
poral, and spatial. +us, digital maps may provide ideal
integrated data to analyze the citywide traffic pattern
changes.

Second, studies start from local to road networks and utilize
global traffic states, that is, they apply multiple dimension re-
duction techniques to aggregate the traffic states of all links in an
entire urban road network and thus extract and analyze the
specific traffic patterns. In images, there are kinds of meth-
odologies to quantize features of them, such as histogram
quantization [15], principal component analysis [16], and
clustering [17–19]. In terms of pixel level, there shall be a high-
dimensional sparse vector or matrix for a digital map. It is a
challenge to capture its main feature. However, Boquet et al.
[20] have proved that there is a low-dimensional latent space
containing the underlying characteristics of the urban traffic.
+ey propose a generative model to learn how traffic data are
generated and inferred. +ey do not pay attention to the
citywide pattern evolution. We define the evolution based on
distance shifts of feature vectors for the series of maps. +ese
feature vectors shall reflect the color spatial distribution char-
acteristics of these maps. +e convolutional neural network
(CNN) is commonly used to extract images’ spatial features
[21], including colors [22]. Autoencoder has presented better
insights into representation learning. Based on digital maps, we
proceed with a stacked convolutional autoencoder to extract
feature vectors.

To address the above research gaps, we propose a
framework to identify the spatiotemporal evolution of
citywide traffic through the proven latent space. +e main
contributions are twofold.

(1) We introduce integrated, real-time, city-scale digital
maps as the input. +e digital maps are open and
cheaply accessible and cover the entire city. In the
maps, its pixel color is determined based on the
traffic speed in its corresponding road segment.

(2) We construct a stacked convolutional autoencoder
to train a series of real-time traffic condition map.
+is article first explores the latent space in citywide
traffic conditions. To measure the dynamics during
peak hours, we compute the cosine similarities of the
samples in a given period and study their statistical
characteristics.

+e organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we conduct a literature review and define our problem. We
introduce our method in Section 3 and then experiment to
analyze the impact of Chongqing traffic restriction in 2018 in
Section 4. After that, in Section 5, we compare the proposed
method to the traditional histogrammethod and analyze our
results. Finally, we end this article with a conclusion in
Section 6.

2. Literature Review and Problem Definition

In this section, we conduct a brief review of traffic spatio-
temporal-related research works and then make a definition
of our problem.

2.1. A Brief Review of Related Works. Studies related to
traditional traffic patterns based on physical laws and sta-
tistical methods are typically subject to single intersections,
arterial roads, or small networks. From local to large-scale,
urban traffic patterns are studied based on kinds of data. In
the beginning, most researchers quantify the local traffic
phenomenon based on traffic flow data collected using fixed-
pointed detectors. Jin et al. [16] detect abnormal traffic with a
robust principal component analysis. Treiber and Kesting
[12] calibrate and validate traffic evolution by quantifying
the bottleneck strength, modeling the propagation velocity,
and checking the growth rate based on speed time series
collected by aggregated detector data of several freeways in
German. As we know, the deployment and maintenance of
detectors are of high cost and are discrete. +e data from
them are not strictly continuous. With the development of
communication and location technologies, data from
communication and social media have become powerful
supplements to fixed-pointed sensor data.+ese data expand
the geography scope of the study. Using floating car data, He
and Zheng [23] construct a spatiotemporal diagram to vi-
sualize traffic dynamics; Kartika [24] visualizes traffic con-
gestion patterns; and Abinav et al. [25] estimate traffic state.
Via vehicular ad hoc network (VANET), traffic congestion is
identified based on event-driven architectures [26] or sta-
tistical network tomography [27]. However, such data have
limited access. By the way, studies based on floating car data
are depending on the trajectory of cars, which means that it
cannot cover the whole city instantly. In most studied
scenarios, urban expressways [28, 29] or road segment
combinations [1, 30] stand as the large-scale area. +ey are
only a part of the city. In 2019, Song et al. [31] integrate real-
time traffic data retrieved from an online map and data from
geographical detectors to mine the potential factors for each
spatiotemporal pattern. +e data from an online map are
open, cheaply accessible, and practically validated, which
can be an optional data source to push our research further
for insight into patterns of traffic dynamics.
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Strictly, the digital maps are provided based on traffic
flow data. Based on traffic flow data, traffic conditions are
mapped into different kinds of images to present citywide
traffic spatiotemporal characteristics. Ma et al. [32] convert
speed instantly to an image according to cars’ positions.
Based on a series of images, the authors predict a network-
wide speed situation with high accuracy. Once the trajectory
data are projecting to geographic maps, He and Zheng [23]
construct spatiotemporal diagrams to show regional speed
characteristics by the timeline of a day. From such diagrams,
we can analyze the traffic condition’s differences in regions
and time. +ey also propose a simple mapping-to-cells
method to visualize traffic dynamics based on floating car
data. Once the traffic flow is determined, its value determines
the color category in a geography map, which is the
foundation for online digital maps. At present, digital map
service providers assign different colors to the roads in the
network on the basis of instant traffic conditions on them. To
evaluate and express traffic conditions, various indexes are
created. Furtlehner et al. [33] use travel time to generate local
traffic indexes. +ese indexes will show excellent perfor-
mance for the measurements in local regions. Digital maps
can present these local regions in different colors according
to their indexes. Usually, congested, slow, and smooth are
colored, respectively, as red, orange, and green [6]. Digital
maps keep the traffic spatial information in nature, and their
updating can provide continuous temporal information.
Digital map providers, such as Google Maps and Bing Maps,
integrate multisource traffic data [31] and generate real-time
and citywide traffic condition maps continuously [14]. +e
maps keep the spatial and temporal features [14, 34] for
citywide traffic. +ese data are embedded in real navigation
systems to support online traffic services, for example, route
planning. +ey are public and real-time and maintain
spatiotemporal information. Song et al. [31] analyze the
congestion problem with the traffic data retrieved from such
an online map. Lanet al. [35] provide the roads’ temporal
characteristics with speed data extracted from an E-map.
Gong et al. [36] extract traffic status data from traffic
condition maps provided by Baidu Maps to analyze large-
scale congestion. Not only by these academic studies but also
by practices, it can be seen that traffic index data or color
information in digital maps are valid. +ey shall be a kind of
well-integrated traffic data. However, to capture color fea-
tures in a digital map precisely is a real challenge. +ere are
kinds of ways to express color features in an image, from
histograms to neural networks. A histogram is themost basic
method that presents the distribution of the composition of
colors. It shows both the types of colors and the number of
pixels in each color that appeared. A histogram shall include
three color histograms, which shows the distribution of the
red/green/blue color channel. Li and Xiao [15] construct
traffic index cloud maps (TICMs) based on traffic index
value from a digital map, and they classify the city traffic
states into two patterns, peak and nonpeak, based on his-
togram features in TICMs in the red channel. However, the
histogram is only a statistical method that cannot reflect the
pixels’ relationship. Recently, CNNs apply to extract color
features in images [32, 37, 38]. +ey can reveal correlations

between pixels. Intuitively, to a digital map, we can express it
by a matrix or a long vector. It will be sparse and multiple for
large-scale images. To show features vividly and clearly,
scholars always consider transforming the matrix or long
vector into a low-dimensional vector.

Besides, there are kinds of methodologies to transform an
image into a low-dimensional vector. Due to the vast and
complex data, they usually use feature reduction methods to
extract the characteristics of those data and express them in a
low-dimensional space.With the principal component analysis,
Qu et al. [39] compress the network’s flow volume data andAsif
et al. [17] predict spatiotemporal patterns for large road net-
works. Zhang et al. [30] employ a dictionary-based compression
theory to identify traffic patterns by analyzing the multidi-
mensional traffic-related data. Yang et al. [28] reveal the het-
erogeneity of network traffic with a combination method of
nonnegative tensor decomposition and clustering.+ese studies
do not care about the timewhen these data are collected. During
peak hours, the traffic conditions usually evolve tiny.+us, their
representing vectors will be sparse and similar. +ey need to be
understood by some more effective methods. In another per-
spective, since traffic data in peak hours are related to commuter
behaviors, its characteristics are recurrent [29] on specific road
segments at a particular time [1]. As a result, for a predefined
period, the features will be similar. Boquet et al. [20] prove that
there is a low-dimensional latent space containing the under-
lying characteristics of the traffic. However, to the best of our
knowledge, previous research studies do not investigate such
latent space.

Recently, deep learning neural networks are popular in
feature extraction and complex data representation. A stacked
autoencoder can learn generic traffic flow features, which is the
first time that a deep architecture model applies in representing
such features [40]. A recurrent convolutional neural network [6]
models the nonlinear relationship of adjacent road traffic. An
extended deep belief network (DBN) [41] can do better ex-
ploitation in data with high nonlinearities and strong corre-
lations. A stacked autoencoder [42] is proven to be effective in
feature extraction in some constraints. +ese neural networks
performmore favorably compared with somemachine learning
models. In particular, deep convolutional autoencoders are
applied to extract a feature from pixel level from images. +ey
have succeeded in learning synthetic aperture radar images
[43, 44], computed tomography results [45], and electrocar-
diograms [46]. +ere, a convolutional layer extracts texture
features, and an autoencoder’s structure ensures the features’
quality. +e autoencoder, proposed by Hinton et al. as a
generative model [47], shows excellent performance in non-
linear manifold learning [6]. +is neural model projects data
from high dimension to low dimension [48] andmakes sure the
extracted features are robust even in learning multiple mo-
dalities [49]. +is method shall be suitable to capture traffic
features in real-time traffic condition maps.

2.2. Problem Definition. We study those traffic condition
maps to reveal the pattern evolution in the citywide traffic
network.

Suppose traffic patterns are recurrent and a digital map
provider updates its urban traffic condition maps timely and
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accurately. Screenshots of such maps are timely and effective
with the size w × h. Each screenshot is treated as an instance
Xi, where i records its generated moment. Taking each pixel
pm(m ∈ [1, w × h]) as the feature dimension, we charac-
terize the instance with its colors. We enumerate the color
set color � red, yellow, green  as color � 2, 1, 0{ }. +e color
of each pixel on the urban traffic network is one of the three
options. +us, each real-time map implies citywide traffic
conditions in pixels’ color of its road network, expressed as a
long and sparse vector Xi � p1,i, p2,i, . . . , pw×h,i , where
pm,i ∈ colour. For each screenshot, we extract the low-di-
mensional feature vector standing for the citywide traffic
state at its generated moment. For a series of screenshots,
there will be a series of low-dimensional feature vectors
accordingly. To measure the dynamic of traffic conditions,
we compute the distance between the series vectors. Here, we
use these distances to identify the traffic patterns of the target
area. We check the statistic characteristics of these distances’
distribution to support traffic management. Hence, we de-
fine our problem as a combination of feature extraction and
statistical measurement.

It is evident from the above literature review that urban
traffic states are continuously expressed by digital traffic
condition maps, which are introduced as a data source to
provide traffic spatiotemporal information. Traditionally,
related research data are from loop detectors, floating cars,
or communication network. +ey are local, expensive, and
not sure to be continuous. We use digital traffic condition
maps as the research data, which is open and cheap and
covers the spatiotemporal multi-scaled geography area. As of
now, there has been a considerable amount of literature on
the spatiotemporal correlation of citywide traffic conditions.
However, there is still a lack of studies on the latent space
hidden behind the traffic condition variant. +is paper
applies a stacked convolutional autoencoder to learn such
space features through real-time traffic condition maps. +is
autoencoder differentiates traffic conditions combined
spatial and temporal during peak hours. +e vectors in the
latent space can denote the traffic pattern evolution in a
given period.

3. Data and Methodology

+e color change in these real-time traffic condition maps
records corresponding changes in road segment traffic
conditions. +erefore, we propose a stacked convolutional
autoencoder to capture the spatial distribution of the colors.
After a brief introduction to our data, we will introduce the
methodology in detail.

3.1. Data Description. Our input data are a time series of
digital traffic condition maps, in which different colors for
road segments illustrate their corresponding traffic condi-
tions. Being common knowledge, red means congestion,
yellow denotes low speed, and green signifies smooth flow.
+e purpose of the study uniformly determines the scale
level of these digital maps. We only keep those pixels for
road networks and trace their changes continuously for a

fixed time interval. Take Baidu Maps as an example. It will
update digital maps every 3 minutes. +e snapshot example,
shown in Figure 1(a), is a snapshot of a real-time traffic
condition map of Chongqing’s main urban area. Figure 1(b)
is the filtered urban road network structure for Figure 1(a),
which only keeps those road network pixels. +e default
color of these road network pixels is green.

3.2. Methodology. We illustrate our proposed method in
Figure 2, in which the original input is a series of real-time
traffic condition map for a given period. +ere is a pre-
process to keep road network pixels left only to be the input
of our methodology.

Two terms are defined below before explaining the
details of our proposed method.

Definition 1. naked road network traffic condition map
(NRTM)). Suppose a screenshot of a real-time traffic condition
map has the size of w pixels × h pixels with 3 red/green/blue
channels. Let U � p0,0, p0,1, . . . , pi,j , i ∈ [0, w], j ∈ [0, h]

be its pixel set. +ere exists a subset
U′ � pm,n

′ , m ∈ [0, w], n ∈ [0, n], whose elements are on the
road network. +e color of pixel pm,n

′ is
Cpm,n
′ ∈ red, green, blue . +ese pixels in U′ compose NRTM.

Definition 2. Traffic condition pattern during peak hours.
Each NRTM has a meaningful vector expressing global
traffic conditions at its peak moment t. Given t0 is the
beginning moment; Δt is a fixed time interval; Xi is the ith
NRTM (ti � t0 + i × Δt); Xj is the jth NRTM
(tj � t0 + j × Δt); the function f maps each NRTM to a
feature vector, that is, to Xi, its feature vector is Xi � f(Xi);
to Xj, its feature vector is Xj � f(Xj); and the distance
distancei,j illustrates the similarity between these two
NRTMs, which can show their difference. Once there are
series of such continuous distances, it can trace the variant of
traffic conditions.We use the statistical characteristics of this
series to describe the traffic condition pattern in peak hours.

A series of NRTM is the input of our methodology. Our
target is to find traffic condition pattern in peak hours.+ere
are three steps to find different traffic condition patterns.
First, a specially designed convolutional autoencoder ex-
tracts a 3D feature vector for each image. +en, for a given
period, the distances between vectors are calculated by their
cosine similarity. Finally, different patterns will be revealed
for different periods according to the statistic characteristics
of these distances.

3.2.1. Extract Latent Features fromDigital Maps. In Figure 2,
the core component is a stacked convolutional autoencoder.
It transfers an image into a vector according to its RGB color
spatial distribution.

Autoencoder is a symmetrical-structural self-supervised
neural network based on an encoder and a decoder. When
convolutional layers substitute fully connected layers in an
autoencoder, a convolutional autoencoder is constructed. It
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captures and represents the low-dimensional features of our
input at its hidden central layer.

In terms of a convolutional neural network unit, it
consists of a convolution layer and a pooling layer [50]. In
the convolution layer, filters are convolved with the receptive
field of the input image in a sliding window to learn data-
specific features. +e dimension of its sliding sub-window
determines the learning granularity. To get the pixel-level
feature in RGB mode, we set the dimension as k × k with
strides s. For the pooling layer, we choose m × m max-
pooling computing to capture upper limits in subwindows.
Generally, a pooling layer follows each convolutional layer.
Max-pooling is basically a nonlinear downsampling pro-
cedure, which helps to reduce the computational complexity
for the forward layers, as well as adding translation in-
variance to the network.

For a given input vector of X, an autoencoder tries to
approximate si(X) � X. +e function si is the target func-
tion the neural network learns, which captures features in
the latent space of input data and then reconstructs them.
+e loss between X and si(X) will be used in the back-
propagation algorithm to ensure the accuracy of the net-
work. Once the network is well-trained, based on its
structure parameters, we get a low-dimensional feature
vector. +e encoder computes a nonlinear mapping of the
inputs as follows:

hi � f Wexi + be( , (1)

where We and be denote weights and bias of the encoder,
respectively.

+e decoder reconstructs the input as follows:

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Sample of our input data. (a) the raw screenshot of Baidu Maps. (b) the filtered traffic condition map based on the citywide traffic
network.

Encoder Decoder

Input:
w∗h∗3

w∗h

A stacked convolutional autoencoder

Statistical analysis on distance set

Distance = {sim(h1, h2), sim(h3, h1), ..., sim(hn, h1)}
Distance set for feature vectors

Cosine similarity

Feature vector h1, h2, ..., hnConv2D
Max-pooling

Dense
Upsampling

Figure 2: Our proposedmethod framework.+e input is a series of NRTMwith the size ofw × h × 3.+ey are fed to a stacked convolutional
autoencoder and transformed into a series of three-dimensional feature vectors. +e distances between vectors are measured by cosine
similarity. +en, the statistical analysis describes their distribution characteristics.
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si xi(  � f Wdhi + bd( , (2)

where Wd and bd denote weights and biases of the decoder,
respectively. +ey also belong to the parameter sets of the
autoencoder. +e dimension of the output layer equals the
size of h, the hidden central layer.

During unsupervised pre-training, the network tries to
minimize the reconstruction error

J(θ) �
1
N



N

i�1
xi − si xi( ( 

2
. (3)

by tuning its weights and biases. During tuning, mean square
error is selected as the loss function.

With the stacked convolutional autoencoder shown in
Figure 3, we transform an image into a low-dimensional
feature vector h. Figure 4 shows the illustrative architecture
of our proposed stacked convolutional autoencoder. In the
decoder, we choose the combination of convolutional layer
and pooling layer. Convolutional autoencoders combine the
benefits of convolutional filtering in CNN’s with unsuper-
vised pretraining of autoencoders. +e encoder contains
convolutional layers, and the decoder contains deconvolu-
tional layers. Each deconvolutional layer shall be followed by
an unpooling layer. +e unpooling operation is performed
by storing the locations of the maximum values during
pooling, preserving the values of the locations during
unpooling and zeroing the rest. For a set of images in a
particular period, there will correspondingly be a set of
uniform, low-dimensional vectors. We set the layer number
according to the characteristics of inputs, the dimension of
outputs, and the computation of convolutional layers. In
terms of training performance, we choose the proper kernel
of the convolutional layer, the loss measurement, and the
optimizer.

3.2.2. Compute Similarities between Feature Vectors during a
Given Period. In this section, we investigate the distribution
characteristics of the low-dimensional feature vectors during
an observation period. Referring to measurement in social
networks [51]; the values of cosine similarity between these
vectors are checked.

In a given period, there are N images that are denoted as
set A. Correspondingly, there are N low-dimensional vec-
tors. We describe them as HA � [hA1, hA2, . . . , hAN], where
hAi is the feature vector for an image generated at time i.

As we know, the traffic conditions’ evolution at peak
times is tiny, that is, these vectors are very closely mapping
into a latent space and the distances between these vectors
are small. We calculate the cosine similarity between hAi and
hAj according to

Sim hAi, hAj  �
hAi · hAj

hAi


 × hAj




, (4)

where i, j ∈ [1, N]. +us, a similarity matrix for A is
obtained.

Here, the similarity between two adjacent screenshots is
used to measure the variant of traffic patterns. We will check

the statistical characteristics between feature vectors cap-
tured as the feature variant of traffic patterns.

4. Experiment and Results

We apply our method to investigate the impact of a vehicle
restriction policy on the urban traffic condition in 2018 in
Chongqing. To our target, we category these screenshots into
four classes: morning and evening peak hours and in and out
of the restriction period.

4.1. Data Set. Chongqing is one of the metropolitan areas in
China.+ere are two rivers named Yangtze River and Jialing
River going through Chongqing’s main city area. Bridges
play a crucial role in the traffic system. Between April 21 and
November 7, 2018, the transportation department maintains
three bridges named Huanghuayuan, Jiahua, and Yuao,
which connect three districts Yuzhong, Jiangbei, and Nanan.
Figure 5 shows the locations of these three bridges. Taking
into account the load-bearing safety of bridges and the
massive traffic demand for crossing the river during working
days, the government implemented a one-day-per-week
vehicle restriction strategy from 7 am to 10 pm during the
maintenance. We analyze the changes in the traffic spa-
tiotemporal pattern because of the implementation of this
restriction policy.

We obtain the raw snapshots of traffic condition maps
that are updated by Baidu Maps every 3 minutes. +e map
we use is in level 12, shown in Figure 1(a), covering about
700 km2 area of Chongqing’s central city. We extract the
arterial road network out, shown as Figure 1(b), omitting
many disturbance pixels, as the input of our method. +ere
are 50,688 useful snapshots on workdays from January 1 to
December 31 in 2018. In detail, there are 25,102 screenshots
in the restricted period and 25,586 ones out of that period.
We set the morning peak time from 7 am to 10 am and the
evening peak time from 5 pm to 8 pm. In terms of different
peak hours, there are 20,734 snapshots for the morning peak
and 29,954 for the evening peak. We conduct experiments
with these four divided data sets.

4.2. Parameters of the Stacked Convolutional Autoencoder.
To achieve better training performance, we set the stacked
convolutional autoencoder shown in Figure 3.

Our inputs cover Chongqing’s main urban area with a
size of w � h � 500. We divide the data into two subsets,
namely, the training set and validation set. +e validation
split ratio is 0.3, which is a kind of normal setting in machine
learning. We set h as a three-dimensional vector. If we set it
as only one dimension, we get only a line for a time series.
Otherwise, if it is a two-dimensional vector, we get a flat. To
represent these vectors in a stereo coordinate, we set it as a
three-dimensional vector.

We choose the hyperbolic tangent function
f(z) � tanh(z) � (ez − e− z)/(ez + e−z) as the activation
function, whose derivative is related to tanh(z) itself, and
there is a property of tanh′(z) � 1 − tanh2(z).
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+e input is a series of RGB images consisting of three
channels. +e value range for each channel is [0, 255]. Since
a convolutional neural network performs better for data
ranging from 0 to 1, we normalize our input. Suppose B is
the original array for an image whose size is n × m, B(i, j) is
the original pixel color value at position (i, j), where
i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1, m]. We set B′(i, j) � B(i, j)/255 to get
the normalized input B′.

+ere are 17 convolutional layers in this special
autoencoder. As we know, traffic conditions have the
property of propagation for the adjacent area [52, 53], so
there will be a relationship between some adjacent pixels. To
keep such features in pixels, we set k � 3, s � 1, m � 2 for
convolution layers, that is, we use a 3 × 3 subwindow to

finish the spatial feature capturing with stride 1. Subse-
quently, we choose a 2 × 2 max-pooling filter [54] to get
information at the pixel level with the same padding. We
select mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the loss, which
reflects the situation of predicted error directly. We choose
the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to be the optimizer
with a self-adaptive learning rate [55]. We monitor the value
of loss to ease the gradient vanishing problem and set the
minor learning rate as lr � 0.001.

4.3. Training Performance of the Stacked Convolutional
Autoencoder. We use loss curves to show the training
performance of our proposed stacked convolutional

Input: 512∗512∗3 Reconstructed input: 512∗512∗3

Conv1

Conv16

Conv15

Conv14

Conv13

Conv12

Conv11

Conv10

Conv9

Conv17

Conv2

Conv3

Conv4

Conv5

Conv6

Conv7

Conv8

Dense1

Dense2

Number of kernels: 32

Number of kernels: 16 Number of kernels: 32

Number of kernels: 3

Number of kernels: 16

Number of kernels: 8

Number of kernels: 4

Number of kernels: 4

Number of kernels: 4
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Figure 4: Illustrative architecture of the stacked convolutional autoencoder.
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autoencoder. Four classified images are fed to the model,
respectively. Figure 6 illustrates the loss curves for the two-
class data during morning peak hours. It is evident that the
loss of the stacked convolutional autoencoder starts from a
small value and converges quickly. +e result demonstrates
that our parameters in the neural network make it converge
fast without the gradient vanishing problem and learn the
data efficiently.

4.4. Traffic Patterns Change Caused by Restriction.
+eoretically, the restriction policy shall mainly affect the
traffic volume in and out of the Yuzhong district, which is
the traditional urban function area. During those days
without restriction, these volumes are scattered on the three
bridges. Once the restriction policy is executed, without the
support of these three bridges, the volumes may be con-
centrated on left roads linking to the Yuzhong district. +ere
shall be patterns change by comparing them in and out of
restriction.

To find changes in the same peak hours of and outside
the transportation restriction period, we represent the fea-
ture vectors of latent space with scatter plot of the same
coordinate system, illustrating with Figure 7. Observing (a)
and (b) in Figure 7, we can find that because of the restriction
policy, both the morning and evening peak patterns have
changed. Relatively, the vectors will be denser than during
the time period without restriction.

5. Comparison and Analysis

In this section, we design experiments to validate the
meaning and feasibility of our proposed method. It is the
first time to provide insight into the citywide traffic pattern
evolution based on colors in digital maps. As we know, the
histogram is the most famous method to study colors in
images. Li and Xiao [15] have applied it to detect traffic peak
periods by color vectors of their TICMs. In practice, we also
determine the citywide traffic conditions according to the
number of red and yellow pixels. Since the histogram is
essentially a statistical analysis, we use it to validate our
results. We compare the feature extraction performance
between the histogram and our proposed convolutional

autoencoder. Furthermore, based on the vectors we ob-
tained, we analyze the pattern change in weekdays, vacation
days, and different peak times in the morning and evening.

5.1. Richer Feature Extracted Compared to Histogram. A
histogram is a primary method to calculate the number of
different color pixels. In [15], the histogram feature vectors
classify TICMs into peak and nonpeak categories according
to the pixels’ color distribution feature. Here, we compare
our method with a histogram to show its performance in
extracting features of these images. We try to use histogram
features to identify patterns of our image data during peak
hours. +e results of the red channel are shown in semi-log
plots, illustrating as Figure 8. It can identify the distribution
of different level red pixels. In Figure 8, we find two points.
First, in the restriction period, the number of light red pixels
is smaller than that out of the restriction period. Second,
restriction policy has little influence on the distribution of
red pixels valued between 50 and 255. Based on the two
findings, we conclude that the feature extracted by histogram
can hardly distinguish the peak traffic states in restrictions
from that of out of restrictions. However, with the stacked
convolutional autoencoder, the distribution difference is
noticeably shown in Figure 7. +at is, our autoencoder
captures more detailed features than the histogram. After all,
the histogram cannot find the gradient between pixels while
our stacked convolutional autoencoder can.

5.2. Different Traffic Pattern Evolutions in Workdays. Our
input data cover the morning peak time for eight months
and the evening peak time for twelve months. +e policy is
only active on workdays. We try to provide insight into the
traffic pattern evolution by comparing their statistical
characteristics in and out of the restriction. Box diagrams
show these characteristics. We provide rectangles for the
periods with restriction in red in Figure 9.

From Figure 9, it is obvious that the distance between
vectors in the morning peak is relatively stable except on
Friday. In the restriction period from May to August, the
average level and the variance level of distance are both lower
than that from January to April. +at is, because of the

Figure 5: Locations of bridges inmaintaining: locations of bridges Huanghuayuan in position 1, Yuao in position 2, and Jiahua in position 3.
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restriction and the common commuter demand, with the
limited route options, traffic conditions are denser in the
restriction period than out of the restriction period.

However, the situation in the evening peak is different.
For Monday, it is more fluctuated in May and June than in
other months. +en, the traffic condition seems to be stable.
For Tuesday, the evening peak traffic is the most dynamic in
a week according to the variance of the distances. +e
evening peak traffic on Wednesday is the most stable one.

5.3. Recurrent Traffic Patterns during Holidays. Since the
restriction policy is not active on vacation days, we check the

results of our method on these days to validate the opposite.
We category holidays and weekends as vacation days and
compare between the months as shown in Figure 10. +ere
are no significant differences between in and out of the
restriction period. It is reasonable because the restriction
policy is only for workdays. Such a phenomenon validates
the feasibility of our proposed method from the other side.

5.4. Evolution of Different Traffic Patterns in Morning and
Evening PeakHours. Even traffic conditions are similar during
peak hours, gradual changes exist. We try to provide the dis-
tance curves to find such evolution. Figure 11 shows changes in
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themorning and evening peak times. It illustrates there is a steep
change point both in the morning and evening peak hours,
which happens at the beginning of the restriction policy. From
the overall trend, the distance in the morning fluctuates more

than that in the evening. But in detail, the change range in the
evening is more frequent than that in the morning.

We can track such changes in a long time to represent
the evolution of traffic conditions at peak hours.
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Figure 9: Box diagrams showing different distributions of vector distance in workdays in different months. +e horizontal axis represents
the months. +e vertical axis represents the statistical status of vector distance: (a) distribution of distances in Monday morning peak,
(b) distribution of distances in Monday evening peak, (c) distribution of distances in Tuesday morning peak, (d) distribution of distances in
Tuesday evening peak, (e) distribution of distances in Wednesday morning peak, (f ) distribution of distances in Wednesday evening peak,
(g) distribution of distances in +ursday morning peak, (h) distribution of distances in +ursday evening peak, (i) distribution of distances
in Friday morning peak, and (j) distribution of distances in Friday evening peak.
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6. Conclusion and Discussion

6.1. Conclusion. In this paper, we have proposed a convolu-
tional autoencoder-based framework to identify the dynamics
of citywide traffic conditions. Considering the accessibility and
geographical coverage of data, we choose real-time, traffic
condition digital maps as our inputs. Digital maps label roads’
traffic states with different colors. +e change of pixel color is
the mapping of the evolution of road traffic conditions. Our
stacked convolutional autoencoder extracts latent representa-
tion vectors from each map. For a series of maps in a given
period, we get a series of vectors. Distances between vectors
denote traffic pattern evolution. We have evaluated our
framework on themap of Baidu traffic conditions inChongqing
city to estimate the impact of a vehicle restriction policy and
achieve performance that is significantly beyond the traditional
histogrammethod.We find that there are two different impacts
in themorning and the evening peak times.+e evolution is tiny
but continuous. From the long-term perspective, the restriction
policy is pushing the evolution of peak-time traffic.

6.2. Managerial Insights. Different from traditional traffic
pattern studies, we are concerning the changes of citywide
traffic conditions to not only identify and represent the
traffic conditions but also to understand more in traffic
evolution. From the evidence of the case study, this paper
offers two implications for managers:

(i) From the result of Section 5.2, the traffic is more
concentrated in morning peak time than that in
evening peak time. Managers and operators can pay
attention to those key congestion points in the
morning to improve their management efficiency.

(ii) According to the result of Section 5.4, we can find
there are even changes both for morning and
evening peak hours, but the trend in the morning is
more fluctuating. Managers should pay more at-
tention to traffic guidance in the morning.

6.3. Limitation and Future Research. +e limitation of our
method is twofold. First, autoencoder is a feature extraction
method with information loss. It is difficult to explain the
feature explicitly in detail. Second, the inputs are integrated
data, which are the results of multiple social and natural
factors. In the future, we can extent our work in two di-
rections. (1) We will add information on weather, atmo-
sphere, and social activities such as meetings and shows to
reveal their relationship with the change in traffic condi-
tions. (2) We will use our proposed method to study dif-
ferent cities to find some more generic features in urban
transportation.
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